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Forewrd;

"No Fap can know everything about every
thing, despite the many subjects authori
tatively discussed in the Fapa each quarter. 
To do my part in Fapish enligtonment I re
spectfully present a vital article in oach 
Mailing, concerned with data unavailable to 
or generally overlooked by this membership."

The previous words were written with reference 
to Half Baked Article No. 1, "They Aren’t So 
Furtive, Gertrude", which was postmailod to 
the 59th Fapa Mailing. Time permitting, they 
will hold true, today.
"They Aren’t So Furtive, Gertrude" was a very 
serious and constructive article (as are all 
of the Half Baked Articles) concerning var
ious socio-economic influences evidenced in 
Paris, France. It was based on data una
vailable to the general Fapa membership.

However, this present article is based on data 
to be found right here in America, data over
looked by the general Fapa membership. Science 
Fiction sometimes emerges from very unusual 
places...





At the Chicago Convention in 1952, John W Campbell, dis
tinguished editor of Astounding Science Fiction, gave a 
highly interesting dissertation concerning the influence of 
Science Fiction upon the world. His speach was well presented 
and the audience quite receptive.

However, Mr. Campbell’s speach was shockingly incomplete!

As all of us know, Science Fiction—S-F—sciehtiflotion—stf, 
call it what you will, has influenced the world. And since 
World War II, the popularization of Science Fiction has 
started a snowballing of general interest in imaginative 
literature. £nd this greater general interest in Science 
Fiction has, in turn, been instrumental to a greater influ
ence of Science Fiction upon our lives.

One can find its effect upon nearly every field of human en
deavor. Concepts, once found only on pages of pulp paper, 
are now applied both in theory and in practice toward the day 
when the Great Jump will be a fact and Mankind will np longer 
bo bound to a single planet.

However, the influence of Science Fiction is usually considered 
in the grossly material sense of technology and associated 
human behavior. True, we have noticed its effect in Literature, 
both in fiction and non-fiction. And who will deny that Lit
erature, even the highly mercenary field of commercial writing, 
is still a basic form of Art?But the influence of Science Fic
tion has gone much deepbr than such superficial designations.

It has invaded the heart of American music!

Music is the voice of the people. In the Middle Ages, won
dering minstrels carried triumphs of the Great to even greater 
glory through verse and song. This modern era finds their 
feats duplicated by a small number of talented and discrimina
ting artists.

I don’t refer to the lushly sickening, inconsequential trivia 
turned out by the hacks of Tin Pan Alloy. Artificiality in 
any form of Art is popular with the non-discriminating masses, 
but quite disgusting to serious student of Modern American 
Music. We are refering to Folk Music, music by the Common 
Man for the Common Man, and not slick creations mass produced 
for a rapid financial gain. And in this field, the honest 
expression of an honest American population, the influence 
of Science Fiction is most -pronounced. -

It is not apparent, Ono must paw through a vast amount of 
commercially created pap to find sincere music of the people, 
And then, one may overlook a stirring example because the 
lyrics are not couched in the technical jargon of a Science



Fiction style. But nevertheless, all the concepts of stf—time 
travel, interplanetary exploration, extrapolated research and 
the thousand other ideas that compose modern Science Fiction 
are abundant in modern American folk music.

I only have room for a few examples in these pages. Tabula
tion and critical analysis of accumulated data would fill 
many volumes, indeed, many Mailings. And I know that many of 
you are not the slightest bit interested in modern American 
folk music, although you do like Science Fiction. But through 
this article, I hope you will see as I have seen, the tre
mendous influence that our literature has exerted in this field.

You will find commentary with each example, of course. As pre
viously stated, folk lyrics invariably cloud the serious stfnal 
implications of most pieces. Naturally this is due to the fact 
that the average person is not interested in Science Fiction as 
such, but must take its erudite concepts with a touch of every
day language. Since ajay is known to attract the most intel-' 
ligent Fans, you should not have difficulty translating common 
expressions into our uncommon tongue; nevertheless, to make 
certain that none of the significance will excape oven the 
neofan, I will give my own interpretation along with each set 
of lyrics.

EXAMPLE #1 ’’Jockey Blues”

As a preliminary example, let us examine two versos from a 
song that came out just after World War II.

1 "My daddy was no jockey, but he sure taught me 
how to ride.

"My daddy was no jockey, but he sure taught me 
how to ride.

"Says you sink into the saddle, and then you 
sway from side to side.

2 "My daddy told mo, ’Son,’ 
’’When I was only one. 
"’Never ride your horse too fast, 
"’Or you’ll never, never last...’ 
"Well I’m no jockey, but I sure know how to 

ride. ■
"You sink into the saddle, and then you sway 

from side to side."

COMMENTARY - - ——— * K" — III W n I - — «■ w
This simple selection illustrates one of the most common and 
fundamental ways in which Science Fiction influences Modern 
American Folk Music; the lyrics are fashioned around a single 
stf story. During World War II, the aristocratic Amazing



Stories published a story concerning a race track jockey with 
a negative total mass. Shortly afterward, "Jockey Blues” was 
released. The relationship between story and song should be 
obvious.

A person with negative mass cannot function in a normal man
ner; he needs the advice of an older and wiser individual. 
Who would be more qualified to cope with such a situation than 
a parent? Hence—"My daddy was no jockey, but he sure taught 
me how to ride.” "...you sink into the saddle and then you sway 
from side to side.” is particularly significant, since with 
such action, negative mass would be distributed over a larger 
area of the horse, thus insuring full utilization of the jockey’s 
unusual condition.

Of course the age level mentioned in the second line of Verse 
2 is incorrect and chosen for rhiming value, but the advice 
is invaluable. The latter can be seen from the study of any 
equation involving velocity and mass. Since mass, in this 
instance, is negative, "you’ll nevor, never last.” could well 
be. taken literally!

EXAMPLE #2 "Steady, Daddy"

The above example was too simple for practical consideration. 
But simplicity is the exception rather than the rule as will 
be shown in this and succeeding examples. Example #2 is an 
extremely interesting instance of a general Science Fiction 
theme translated into an allegorical folk melody. The lyrics:

1 "All the world’s in such a hurry; seems like 
folks have lost their minds. 

"All the world’s in such a hurry; seems like 
folks have lost their minds. 

"But just take it easy, Daddy--I like a man who 
takes his time.

2 "Steady, steady Daddy, just you wait and see. 
"Take it slower, Daddy, just you wait and see. 
"There’s sixty minutes in an hour; that’s lots 

of time for you and me.
3 "Now I know what you like 

"And you know what I got. 
"Take it easy, Daddy, 
"Don’t flip your top. 
"Steady, steady, Daddy,' if-r oan wait than so 

can you.
"Control yourself a little longer; it’s that 

much better if you do.
4 "Some may crave the frantic kind, 

"But I like a rnan who takes his time..."



COMMENTARY
Idiomatic phraseology complicates detailed analysis of this 
selection. Such wording as ’’flip your top” is not common in 
our stfnal field, and therefore one might not think that
Steady, Daddy” had anything to do with Science Fiction. But 
such is certainly not the case.

No indeed! ’’Steady, Daddy” is based on one of the earliest 
and most basic themes in all Science Fiction—the idea that 
Science is All, and being a Scientist is the acme of indi
vidual progress and the highest aspiration of every truely 
intelligent man.

I have stated that this work is allegorical in nature. Ob
viously the narrator of the classic words is Science, Herself, 
and "Daddy” is a vulgarism for the prospective Scientist.

Verse 1 provides the initial clue. The first two lines are 
a plaintive lament against the state of modern Mankind, a 
stirring indictment against shoddy research. But in Line 3, 
Science warns that the sincere Acolyte should have thorough 
training in his choses Field and not be influenced by such 
detrimental activity. "I like a man who takes his time." 
Implies that greater spiritual and financial rewards will come 
fro the person that sincerely applies himself to Study, instead 
of spending some of his time in idolent pleasure.

Verse 2 emphasizes the general theme of the first stanza. 
Note particularly Line 3. The time relationship is neces
sarily specific due to the basic audience of this type of 
folk song, but the implied meaning here is that the student 
should painstakingly cover all available material, rather 
than to purposely omit seemingly trivial data to hasten his 
graduation from college.

The remaining verses in "Steady, Daddy" suplement these ideas. 
Verse 3 emphasizes the warning expressed in Verse 2, while 
Verse 4 provides a precise summation of the other stanzas.
Yes, some professions require little prior study, but a Scien- 
test must study to achieve success. Science likes a man who 
takes his time!

EXAMPLE #3 "Old Woman Blues”

Since Space Opera was among the^qarly types of Science Fiction, 
this type of story would.greatly influence modern American Folk 
Music, "Old Woman Blues" demonstrates this fact quite graph
ically, as one may trace an infinite number of plots from the 
ideas expressed in this melodious masterpiece. This selection 
is much too lengthy to be fully represented In these too few 
pages,, but only a few verses are required to show you that Space 
Opera is not always qualified to Captain Video and Captain Future
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Refrain:
"Get yourself an old woman, boys, for they 

sure know what to do.
"They give you lots, of money, and they give 

you lots of lovin’ too.

1 "They scratch you on your stomach. 
"They tickle you on your sides. 
"They say, ’Wake up you bright young rascalj 
"Give me my morning exercise... REFRAIN:

2 "Now I got me a chidk.
"She’s sweet sixteen.
"But she keeps me broke
"Buyin' vaseline. REFRAIN:

3 "Now I took this young chick to a ball game 
"To see what we could see.
"When the umpire called, ’Four balls on that 

man, *
"She wouldn’t go home with me... REFRAIN:

COMMENTARY

In this particular selection we find our hero as the narrator, 
telling us of his various adventures upon the different worlds, 
warning us of the treachery of numerous alien races, but con
tinually reminding us that "an old woman" is best. Elementary 
deduction tells us that "old woman" is a synonym for "native 
planet" and the refrain, translated into more stfnal terms, 
means that although one may roam over a hundred planets, be 
he Solarian or Arcturian, his native world is the best for 
him. Verse 1 goes even further, implying that not only is he 
psychologically and physiologically adapted to his home planet, 
but his greatest opportunity for self-advancement is to be 
found there.

Usually Space Opera, when printed in Science Fiction Magazines, 
does not carry such serious themes. But music generally has a 
much stronger emotional appeal than does literature, hence you 
find such expression in this piece.

Verses 2 and 3 illustrate one of the adventures our hero finds 
with a "young chick" i. e. on a new planet. Line 4 of Verse 2 
mentions "vaseline." Vaseline is the trade name (remember, this 
is continually intended for a non-fannish audience, so tech
nical formulae and language., must be held to an absolute minimum) 
for petroleum jelly, a fatty, semi-solid mixture of parafin 
hydrocarbons, distilled from the residue left by the more 
volatile elements of petroleum.

From this, it is simple to deduce that our hero is engrossed in 
a gigantic game of intrigue on this new planet which involves 
a new type of rocket fuel. The narrator pauses in his tale to
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remind/us that as always the home world is best and then 
qualifies our initial hypothesis by recounting an extraordina
ry adventure. Verse 3 must be clarified somewhat because of 
its regretably vague terminology.
"Now I took this young chick to a ball game" in Line 1 of 
Verse 3 refers to our hero’s "game" of intrigue on this new 
planet, i. e. a litoral translation would bet "After a thor
ough investigation of Carr II, I decided to establish myself 
as a small merchan from Sol III, intending to control glyptal 
trade on this planet."

Line 2, "...to see what we could see" is transitory phraseol
ogy noting further plot development unneccessary to general 
understanding of the theme by a non-stfnal audience. To the 
trained observer, this can be interpreted to mean: "Although 
meeting with opposition from other galactic cultures, I soon 
became the controling factor in the production and marketing 
of glyptal throughout the Carrite worlds. I decided to ex
pand ."

Lines 3 and 4--"when the umpire called ’four balls on that man,’ 
she wouldn’t go home with me..." provides a smashing climax to 
this episode. "Umpire" refers to one of the standard devices 
in Space Opera—an ancient, omniscient culture that guides the 
destinies of a galaxy (Dr. EESmith’s Arisian’s are but one ex
ample). Since the control of glyptal could conceivably retard 
the growth and progress of galactic culture, the "watchers" 
released psychological forces to bread our hero’s grasp upon 
the glyptal market, and he was ultimately forced to leave 
Carr II, a sadder, but much wiser individual.

He has reason for repeating his advice!
EXAMPLE #4 "My Baby’s Business"

Almost as fundamental as Space Opera has been the Time Travel 
concept in Science Fiction. Hence we should expect to find 
this concept also expressed in modern American Folk Music. 
It is. "My Baby’s Business" is but one of many selections 
that are based upon this theme. The lyrics:

1 "My baby’s got a business; it keeps her busy 
as a bee.

"My baby’s got a business.: it keeps her busy 
as a bee.

"But everything with my baby is strictly
• 0. 0. D. ■'

2 "Now her bread is nice and brown...
"Her prices ain’t too high.
"She’s got a sign on the wall...
"Says, ’I aims to satisfy.



REFRAIN:
That makes good business; keeps business going 

all night long.
My baby’s got a business, and her business is 

really going strong.

3 Her steak is nice and tender, 
You’ll never find it tough. 
You’ll keep craving more and more, 
Though you know you’ve had enough... 
REFRAIN:

COMMENTARY

In this selection, as in most of the others, we find collo
quial phraseology marring a basic stfnal theme. However, 
interpretation of "My Baby’s Business" is not too difficult, 
since it is a fundamental development of the idea expressed 
in Example #1.

You will remember that in our first example, we had a case 
of a folk song based on a single Science Fiction story. As 
such, the relationship between story and song was quite simple 
to visualize. In this case, the selection is not based upon 
an individual story, but on a series of stories from Astounding 
Science Fiction,

This series concerned the adventures of workers for Anachron 
Inc., an organization based upon the retailing of commercial 
goods produced in the "present" to individuals in the "past" 
being careful not to disrupt the culture of the affect ora.

Our selection may be thought of as a recruiting song for Ana
chron Inc. Verse 1 states the basic premise quite simply--a 
literal translation might be "Anachron Inc. is an industrious 
and profitable organization, however its standards are quite 
high and its personnel must accomplish their assignments with 
minimum delat." This warning in the last line of Verse 1 is 
placed presumably to deter any undesirables from applying for 
a position, uselessly involving interviewing personnel and 
possibly other sections of the business.

Verso 2 refers to specific benefits derived from working for 
Anachron Inc. The specific meaning of "Her bread is nice and 
brown" might excape the average fan. "Bread " is an uncommon 
colloquialism for "money" hence Lino 1 of Verse 2 states that 
salaries for AnachrcTh Inc. personnel'ere quite highi "Her 
prices ain’t too high" is merely another way of informing pros
pective employees that duties with Anachron Inc. will not un
duly tax his physical or mental well-being. Notice that this 
clever phraseology does not contrast in the slightest with the 
warning expressed in the last line of Verse 1. And of course
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the last two lines of Verse 2 expresses the company—worker 
relationship, 1. e. the Company is always eager to' please 
its employees in every possible way, and hopes the worker 
will remain in Service for a long period of time.

With experience gained from the previous examples, you should 
have no difficulty interpreting the refrain yourself.

It is readily apparent that "steak" in Line 1 of Verse 3 is the 
usual vulgarism, in this case referring to the principle advan
tage employees of Time Travel Inc. will possess over all who 
work for lessor concerns.

This is, naturally, the chance to travel through time.

Notices how Verse 3 emphasizes this point. Placed in our 
own unconventionally conventional terminology, it would road: 
The physical processes involved in time travel are not un- 
pleasent. Emotionally, the sheer psychological lift resulting 
from talking to the groat mon and women of the past is in
calculable. Our employees are entitled to a liberal vacation 
program, however wo find they would rather continue their 
travels through time."

With such numerous advantages as reported in "My Baby’s Bus
iness" how could a person possibly refrain from' desiring a 
position with Anachron Inc.?
EXAMPLE #5 "Hip Shakin’ Mama"

The last example was more of a sociological study of time 
travel upon a general culture, than the usual time travel 
theme so prevalent in Science Fiction. "Hip Shakin’ Mama" 
by contrast, deals much more with specific facts and time 
stream effects. The lyrics:

1 I’m goin’ up on a mountain 
To face the risin’ sun. 
If I find somethin’ good, 
I’ll bring my sweet man some... 
REFRAIN:
’Cause I’m a hip shakin’ mama. 
And I rock with a steady roll. 
Now ho used to be your man, 
But he won’t bo your man ho more.

2 My man’s gpt somethin’., 
And he keeps it hid. 
But I got somethin’ 
I can find it with... 
REFRAIN:



3 It takes.a rockin’ chair to rock; 
A rubber ball to bounce.
It takes a big long daddy
To get my every ounce...
REFRAIN:

commentary

As was the case with Example #2, ’’Steady Daddy’’ this selec
tion is an allegorical folk melody. This is easily determined 
by a.casual inspection of the lyrics. However, "Hip Shakin’ 
Mama" is particularly interesting because it traces the devel
opment of time travel from its first beginnings to its ulti
mate commorical exploitations. "Hip Shakin’ Mama" is, quite 
obviously, a time machine.

The machine itself is the narrator in this selection Note 
to

danger
"To face the risin’

how cleverly it traces its history. Verse 1 refers us 
time travel in its most rudimentary form, since "I’m goin’ 
up on a mountain..." simply states that the time machine must 
be separated from solid surroundings to minimize th 
of materializing within a physical object.
sun should not be taken in its litoral sense, since day or night 
has no el feet on time travel, but refers to the dawn of a new 
adventur for humanity. This idea is more fully expressed in 
the last two lined of Verse 1. "Good man" refers to Man (with 
a capital M ), symbolizing the entire human reace. A stfnal 
paraphrase of she last two lines could well be, "If initial 
attempts are successful, time travel will be available to every-

The refrain is self-explanitory. The narrator 5 n bhn 
machine, refers to the physical sensations of actual’time 
means ’all othe^forr^ ection of such divorsional
means, all otaer forms of amusement are hopelessly outdated.
rnent6 ^tda of time travel develop-

SS&Sg me -L true, that Mankind has always had a suppressed

herent in such pastimes. Finally tine £ angQr in"daily feasible." a-Liy time travel became commer-
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is possible, too. Wo have the 
but he is*afraid^6* "’*ankind has always wanted to time travel 
offer, this #"**— *

iank7nd\t?-H ^at horotofore we have assumed that all of 
in“ T ThiS 13 not as ls '
we «Tt 3JanZ^ after two VQ^ obvious platitudes,
StlCb is’th^auS?^ blSf l°ng dadd^ to set ovory ounce...” 
tXl statement that tells us that while’time
-avol is available to everyone, everyone does not use it.

a?Par>Qnt that the adjectives "big" and "long" do 
T ° LQfeP to physical characteristics, but to mental ability. 
In other woros, the time machine states; "In order to vet 
maximum enjoyment from time travel, the man who uses me must 
be intelligent and emotionally stable." This would seem per
fectly logical, since a person of superior mental calibre 
could conduct himself more-satisfactorily when brushing with 
cultures of past eras.

g

Yes, Science Fiction was definitely responsible for the com
position of "Hip Shakin’ Mama."

At this point some of you may be asking, "Yes, now I seo how 
Science Fiction has influenced modern American Folk Music, but 
I desire to do additional research myself. How am I able to 
do this? Where do I begin?

The answer to such a question is rather difficult. It cannot 
be overemphasized that the language difficulty is the most 
pregnent problem confronting the beginner. Too, some of the 
more modern readers of Science Fiction do not yet have the 
stfish background that would, enable them to accurately analyze 
more obscure examples than have been presented in this article.

Finding folk music to analyze is another matter. While, such 
music is quite plentiful, one must know where to look. Hearing 
it over the radio is, of course, out of the question. Com
mercial broadcasts cater’ to the Great Masses who porrenially 
enjoy the mass-produced tripe of Broadway "and Hollywood.
The sheer lyrical excellence of modern American Folk Music 
is wasted upon such as they, hence you will find a conspicuous 
absence, of this typo of music over the air.

I would suggest a record store for your usual attempts, pre
ferably a large record store. Serious music, i. e. "classical 
music"' should normally be avoided si^ca- the great bulk of.ser
ious music was composed before the evolution of Science Fiction. 
As another time saver, you may usually avoid the records of 
§tt|raordinarily popular singers, sine er the great majority of 
We handle material of Hollywood quality. This latter is
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not always true, however. One of our examples, "Steady 
Daddy," was performed by Miss Kay Starr, one of the biggest 
female "names" on Capitol Records.

I cannot help you, even with my vast experience. We all know 
that conflicting opinions exist, even within our own special
ized sphere. The "Analytical Lab" department of Astounding 
Science Fiction is a vivid example. ----

However, with painstaking research, reference to a large col
lection of books and magazines, a basic understanding of the 
origins and usage of the English language, and a complete 
knowledge of the fundamental themes in Science Fiction, you, 
too, should be able to trace the vast influence of Science 
Fiction upon Modern American Folk Music.

Good luck and happy hunting!

•oQOo.

This article was originally written in February, 1953; how
ever its subject matter is not the least bit dated. Moving 
around the country—Washington DC, Los Angeles, Oakland, Ven
ice—forced me to drop out of the Fapabecause of, as Redd 
so sagely states "lacktivity", so the article gathered dust 
for a few months.

About six months ago, needing some quick activity for Saps, 
I submitted this article to Saps OE Wrai Ballard. It was 
promptly rejected. Wrai felt the article was "unnailable".

a Obviously his reasoning was a not too clever subtrefuge, de- 
. s?.gned to keep Saps from being exposed to more formal and

educational material than its'usual fare. Saps is notoriously 
* anti-intellectual, while Fapa, with Boggs, Burbee, Rotsler, 

Warner, Croutch, Tucker, Hoffman, thinkers all, constantly 
present provocative and stimulative fare in their excellent 
publications. The difference between Saps and the Fapa is 
readily apparent to any biapan.

This difference is graphically illustrated by the attidudes 
of the respective OE's. Ballard rejectied this article. Tak
ing no chances, I submitted the article to the Fapa OE Charles 
Burbee for an advance ruling. Burbee replied; "Far from be
ing unmailable. Run the darned thing off and get it in the 
next mlg. It'll take care of your activity requirement at 
once and you can spend the rest of the year writing rebuttals 
to the folks that didn't like it."

I expect there will be members of the Fapa that won’t like this 
article. No matter. I like Science Fiction, and I like to 
write about Science Fiction. Those who wish to read non-stfnal 
articles in the Fapa had best go to other publications..•

1 Mimeography by Nan Gerding.


